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Smart Salon Manager is a
software solution for salon
operation that allows you to
create appointments, manage
employees, customers, products,
stock, record and track detailed
sales and commission
information. You can use all this
information to create a detailed
map of your business and keep
track of your business
development. The software can
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also be integrated with web-
based POS solutions like
FreshPOS. Thanks to this
technology, you can manage
your business in a way that's
more effective than ever before.
By using real-time information
to make more efficient,
organized decisions, you can
keep your business ahead of the
pack. Designed specifically for
salons, Smart Salon Manager
allows you to make
appointments for clients,
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employees, vendors and
yourself. It can import and
export data to and from other
applications and automatically
balances the books to ensure
profit margins stay above the
industry average. You can also
link your business information
to your Favorite Clubs so your
clients can view them on a
single page. With this feature,
you don't have to worry about
any details of your business
slipping through the cracks and
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the possibility of misplacing a
hard copy of invoices, receipts,
minutes, cancelled checks, and
other important documents. You
can use the application to record
Sales and Percentage
Commissions for each product,
service, or transaction, which
eliminates the need for relying
on pen and paper to keep track
of such information. Smart
Salon Manager can also be
integrated with FreshPOS for
the ultimate POS experience.
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With less time spent managing
your salon, you can perform
more important business tasks
and let technology take care of
the rest. Data Import and Export
This software can export
appointments, contacts,
chemicals and other relevant
information in a wide variety of
formats, including PDF, Excel,
HTML, RTF and more. It
supports both text and binary
file types. Customers Here's
where you can keep track of
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every single customer at your
salon. You can use the
application to schedule
appointments and maintain a
database of regular customers,
so you can refer to them when
they are ready to pay. The
system can send reminders to
your customers' phones so they
don't miss their appointments.
Employees Smart Salon
Manager can track the hours
worked by your employees. Use
the software to enter their
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names, their status, their
availability and any special
instructions. You can also assign
them to tasks that you assign to
them. Stock You can enter,
calculate, update and delete
stock at any time. This allows
you to use the application to
keep track of stock expiration
dates, inventory levels
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With Keygen is a software
solution for salon operation that
allows you to create
appointments, manage
employees, customers, products,
stock, record and track detailed
sales and commission
information. It comes with a
complex but intuitive graphical
interface. Sleek and clean
graphical interface The
application doesn't take long to
install and it doesn't come with a
complicated setup that you
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would need to complete before
you can actually use it. It sports
a clean and intuitive graphical
interface with many nice tools at
hand. Manage employees and
clients The first thing that you
need to do after launching the
application is to enter the name
of your frequent clients,
employees with working hours
and services that your salon
provides. You will also need to
provide information on your
business, including address,
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email and more. The application
lets you enter appointments
much more quickly, thereby
saving valuable time and easily
track your client's appointments
from the time of they call to the
point of sale. Use the program
to store an unlimited amount of
Chemical Formula information
for each client and quickly and
easily retrieve this information.
More features and tools The
application allows you to store
and track information on an
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unlimited amount of clients,
employees, services, products
and appointments. You can also
use it to automatically maintain
stock levels. There's the option
to easily record and track
detailed sales and commission
information. It lets you use a
Login-based system to keep
sensitive company data private.
,Full employee hiringSoftware
Engineer III - San Mateo, CA
Currently hiring a Software
Engineer III and a Software
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Engineer IV to work in our San
Mateo office and support our
need to scale our engineering
team. We develop and... ,Full
time - 40,000 -
45,000USD/annumPython /
MySQLWeb Developer - Santa
Clara, CA The ideal candidate
would be an individual who is
self-motivated and enjoys
working in a fast-paced software
development environment.
He/She should be a self-starter
and a... ,Full time - 40,000 -
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50,000USD/annumHealthcare
Systems Software Engineer -
Santa Clara, CA The ideal
candidate would be an
individual who is self-motivated
and enjoys working in a fast-
paced software development
environment. He/She should be
a... ,Full time - 50,000 -
60,000USD/annumWeb
Developer - San Mateo, CA The
ideal candidate would be an
individual who is self-motivated
and enjoys working in a fast-
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paced software development
environment. 09e8f5149f
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Full version for: Full Version
for: $ The Internet is filled with
all sort of applications and
programs that help make your
job easier. One of them is Smart
Salon Manager. It's a software
solution for salon operation that
allows you to create
appointments, manage
employees, customers, products,
stock, record and track detailed
sales and commission
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information. It comes with a
complex but intuitive graphical
interface. Sleek and clean
graphical interface The
application doesn't take long to
install and it doesn't come with a
complicated setup that you
would need to complete before
you can actually use it. It sports
a clean and intuitive graphical
interface with many nice tools at
hand. Smart Salon Manager is a
software solution for salon
operation that allows you to
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create appointments, manage
employees, customers, products,
stock, record and track detailed
sales and commission
information. Manage employees
and clients The first thing that
you need to do after launching
the application is to enter the
name of your frequent clients,
employees with working hours
and services that your salon
provides. You will also need to
provide information on your
business, including address,
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email and more. The application
lets you enter appointments
much more quickly, thereby
saving valuable time and easily
track your client's appointments
from the time of they call to the
point of sale. Use the program
to store an unlimited amount of
Chemical Formula information
for each client and quickly and
easily retrieve this information.
More features and tools The
application allows you to store
and track information on an
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unlimited amount of clients,
employees, services, products
and appointments. You can also
use it to automatically maintain
stock levels. There's the option
to easily record and track
detailed sales and commission
information. It lets you use a
Login-based system to keep
sensitive company data private.
All in all, Smart Salon Manager
is a complex and useful software
solution for salon operation that
allows you to create
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appointments, manage
employees, customers, products,
stock, record and track detailed
sales and commission
information. The application
helps you manage your salon in
just 5 minutes a day by creating
appointments, tracking clients'
appointments, creating memos,
cleaning reports, running your
business and much more.
1-Manage all your salons
2-Create appointments 3-Send
instant SMS reminders 4-Run
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reports in any moment 5-Track
clients' appointments 5-Create
memos and groups 6-Easily
invite to free

What's New in the?

* Automate and automate
everything. Create schedules in
advance, based on your salon's
needs, using a variety of
professional and automatic
scheduling options. Add clients,
set up appointments, assign
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staff, track sales and generate
reports. Manage your salon's
schedule on the go with portable
devices and laptops. *
Collaborate with clients and co-
workers using online status
messages. Capture, edit, track
and store notes. * Manage and
automate many aspects of your
salon. Use automatic price-
checkers and item tracking to
keep your prices accurate.
Generate electronic receipts and
invoices, then generate sales
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reports and estimates. * Create
schedules using office hours.
Earn more commissions by
taking advantage of the best
hours for your business. *
Quickly and easily book
appointments. Online booking,
one-click, no search necessary. *
Manage clients from the
appointment through the check-
out process. Track and calculate
your return rates in an easy-to-
understand format. * Track and
manage your employees.
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Manage all aspects of their
employment: wages, duties,
hours, bonuses and more! *
Efficient and effective. Use
components and subsystems to
keep your salon running
smoothly. * Secure. Store
sensitive company information
online in a Login-based system.
Use SmartSalonManager for a
faster, smoother and easier salon
business operation. Keywords:
Automate Everything with
SmartSalonManager Automate
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Customer Bookings Automate
Customer Checkouts Automate
Employee Schedules Automate
Receptionist Schedules
Automate Scheduling Software
Automate Inventory Control
Automate Sales Process
Automate Stock Management
Automate Your Schedule
Automate Your Workflow
Calculate Appointment Rates
Calendar for Client
Appointments Color Code
Appointments Consolidate My
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Appointments Customer Outline
Appointments Customer Self
Service Edit Client
Appointment Information Edit
Client Bookings Edit Schedule
Estimate Sales Revenues
Expand your Record Keeping
Expand Your Sales Activities
Expand Your Stock
Management Expand Your
Workflow Generate a Booking
Listing Generate Electronic
Invoices and Receipts Generate
Sales Reports Generate Sales
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Estimates Generate Stock
Quotes Generate Weekly
Estimates Invoice Payment
Terms Mark Appointments as
Open, Closed, Held, Won or
Lost Multitouch Session
Management Secure Your
Database Saved Appointments S
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7
64-bit / 8-64-bit Processor: Intel
Pentium 4 3.2 GHz or
equivalent Memory: 4GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce
7800 GT or ATI Radeon HD
2400 XGL DirectX: Version
9.0c Advanced: Processor: Intel
Core 2 Quad Q6600 or AMD
Phenom X2 or equivalent
Memory: 8GB RAM
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